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The Travelling with Pets Must-Do’s guide is the new must-have 
for those with furry family members in the mix. 

Bristling with useful information to make travelling with pets 
easier and safer for everyone on the team, the guide shares 
details of pet-friendly road trip stops, parks, walking tracks, 
beaches, cafés and places to stay around New Zealand. It includes 
tips on what to pack for your pooch, how to keep kitty happy in 
the car, what to look for when booking pet-inclusive 
accommodation and lots more.

Where and how to get up-to-date information is covered, too –
taking into account the various regional and seasonal rules around 
having four-legged company in public places.  

Colourful, cute and conveniently pocket-sized, this guide is also 
handy at home, where pet owners can refer to it in preparation 
for local excursions.   

Sixteen regions feature, providing genuinely useful local-level 
information for those exploring the country, whichever end of the 
lead they’re on.

The essential tool for pet owners 
on the move 
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Distribution

Digital circulation
• AA Pet Insurance distribution partnership 
• Read in a digital format online

Printed circulation
• 30,000 printed copies minimum distribution

Circulated throughout New Zealand:
• Order online from the AA Shop 
• Pet Product and Service Providers
• Information Centres
• i-SITEs
• AA Centres
• Airports
• Accommodation Providers
• Tourist Attractions and more

Distributed at the end of October 2022
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Proposed editorial pages for the new guide



Marketing 

The guide will be consistently marketed throughout 

the year on the following channels to drive awareness

and readership:

• Marketing partnership with AA Pet Insurance
• Full page ads in AA Directions magazine –

circulation 656k, readership 991k, most-read 
magazine in New Zealand

• Dedicated email newsletters to 600k AA Members
• Article in monthly AA Traveller email newsletters 

to ~200k AA Members and Non-Members 
• Promotion across the AA Traveller website
• Organic and paid social media posts – Facebook 

and Instagram 
Print ad in AA Directions magazine, Autumn 2022 issue

Monthly email newsletter articleAAT Homepage article





Road Trip Guides
• North Island Road Trips
• South Island Road Trips

Regional Guides
• Northland & Auckland (flip format) 
• Central & Lower North Island
• Upper South Island
• Queenstown, Dunedin, Otago & Southland

Special Interest Guides
• Cycling
• Walking

Map
• New Zealand Touring Map

New for 2023
• Travelling with Pets

2023 Must-Do’s Guides Range
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